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Charitable Donation of 'Visualised Child Safety Reporting Software' to
Schools Within the Peterborough and Cambridgeshire Area.
LeanOnUs, in association with LexiconP, is offering 100 FREE copies of CAABS (including 12 months
of free 'full technical support') to schools within the Peterborough and Cambridgeshire area. If a school
wishes to continue using CAABS after the first year the cost will be £64 p/a for full technical support.
CAABS is a visualised child safety reporting tool that requires no reading, writing or talking. It is suitable
from age 5 upwards as well as also being suitable for schools who care for children with special needs.
Advantages to schools who have CAABS installed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age appropriate as 3 versions are available – primary, middle and high school. (see photos below)
Demonstrates that your school takes safeguarding seriously.
Shows confidence in your well-being, behaviour and anti-bullying policies.
Conveys openness, visibility and accountability.
Shows that you want to exceed and not just provide an adequate system to meet a standard
requirement.
Releases your teachers from having to document every report told to them.
Provides automated reports when a child makes a report.
Provides a monthly report that can be used to provide evidence to Ofsted of your continued
improvement.
Helps to highlight teacher training needed and proves man-hours that are spent on safeguarding.
Your school is in full control and free of outside influences.

Enquiries are welcome from both schools and teachers as well as parents or those who care for children.
Try the Live Demo to see how efficient it is for a child to make a report and for a school to manage.
LexiconP Limited is a company based in Malvern. They have created various unique
visualised software systems to enable safeguarding of the most vulnerable. Their
software systems are available worldwide to schools. Equivalent versions will be
available to military establishments, care homes and corporate organisations. The
software version referred to above is Child Abuse Anti-Bullying System (CAABS).
Contact: info@lexiconp.com or use the contact form on CABBY's website.
LeanOnUs is a non-profit organisation based in Peterborough. It provides a platform
for individuals to share life experiences, causes or products that can better humanity.
The goals of the LeanOnUs community are to provide encouragement and support
along with helpful information. They also aim to raise awareness and educate. They
cover various subjects or topics relating to life in general as well as health and social
issues on a worldwide basis.
Contact: us@leanonus.co or use the contact form on the #LOU website.

